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Dentists struggle on a daily basis with Class II restorations, especially on short or malpositioned teeth. There is the struggle of needing a tight gingival seal to minimize overhangs and the need for post-restorative finishing. There is the struggle of attaining perfect anatomical contours and there is that nightmarish moment when the matrix is removed and the contact checked. If your day has gone well, you will hear a satisfying and smooth snap of the floss as it passes through the contact. If you don’t, you’re looking to re-prepare the proximal box and essentially start all over; unless you’re one of those dentists. We all have been guilty of it – the loose or slightly open contact. We wish we were better. We wish there was a better system.

The ability to consistently close a contact smoothly and predictably is the hallmark of a good sectional matrix system. The ability to close a diastema where an old restoration had left a food trap and an overhang without wondering whether you will get that contact “snap” is the hallmark of a great sectional matrix system.

The Class II restoration, if done well, should anatomically reproduce interproximal dental anatomy comprising perfect buccal, lingual and occlusal embrasure forms, feature minimal proximal line angle flash and exhibit a solid contact point at the anatomical height of contour. On average, it takes approximately three minutes to separate teeth by the width of a matrix band. Conventional Tofflemire systems depend on solid wedging pressure interproximally to gain separation. The success of this method is reliant on the equal buccolingual placement of the wooden wedge as well as generating enough separation force, which would vary especially if moisture or saliva caused the wedge to slip and lose grip. Tofflemire matrices are also notorious for having unanatomical and unsupported point contacts at the marginal ridge, which increases the risk of fracture. The large cervical embrasure left by this technique inevitably leads to lateral food impaction during mastication. Chuang et al (2011) studied the three-dimensional morphological contact point characteristics between Tofflemire systems and a sectional matrix system, with the findings of the latter producing greater contact tightness, albeit a slightly concave contact area,1 perhaps as a result of burnishing the matrix against the convex contact on the adjacent tooth before placement of the restoration. Loomans et al (2006) confirmed that contact point strength was statistically greater when a sectional matrix system paired with a separating (tension) ring was utilized when compared to teeth restored with circumferential matrix systems.2

Modern sectional matrix systems feature a tension ring, which strives to grip securely and adapt to proximal surfaces as intimately as possible while simultaneously providing enough pressure to separate teeth. The design incorporates a V-shaped negative space cervically under the tension ring to allow for seating over a wedge. The latter is typically anatomically-shaped and functions to seal the matrix band against the gingival cavosurface margin instead of generating separating force.

I had the opportunity to work with the Garrison Composi-Tight® 3D XR system over the last few months. Here are my observations:
1) I am in love with the proximal contact strength that it can generate. Actually, I am a little scared of what it can do when it comes to contact strength. There have been times when, after hard contact point burnishing, I have needed to use a metal abrasive strip to lighten the contact point. The non-stick 3D Slick Bands™ are great, although I need a pair of hemostats to remove them due to the tight contact. (A problem I am totally happy with!)

2) The rubber tines of both the premolar (blue) and molar (orange) Composi-Tight® tension rings adapt extremely intimately to the tooth axial wall. This will work well to the advantage of minimizing the need for any post-operative flash removal, but missing cusp situations require matrix-guided or direct cusp reconstruction before the ring is attached (or the area will essentially cave in and be anatomically incorrect from the sheer pressure).

3) The premolar (blue) sized tension ring is what I use 90% of the time. It has a distinct advantage over other systems in its small vertical footprint – this means that when you are doing that 17MO with the rubber dam clamp on the 17, you can actually place the matrix and the Composi-Tight® 3D XR tension blue ring on the clamped tooth without it pinging off. This makes life a lot easier, allowing maintenance of moisture control in a situation where occasionally the rubber dam clamp would need to be removed (and the rubber dam apparatus as a result) to allow access to fully place the tension ring.

4) The premolar (blue) sized tension ring is also a God-send when it comes to working between canines and first premolars as well as primary teeth – the soft face and tenacious grip means that you have a lower chance of getting an air-borne ring in your left eye. Saves you the embarrassment and gives you a nice contact point.

It is interesting that Peumans et al (2001) found that the use of a condensable resin composite did not significantly increase contact strength when a sectional matrix system was used (Palodent), but confirmed that sectional matrix systems created the strongest contact strengths characterized by significantly wider mesio-distal diameters and contact strengths measured with standardized metal blades compared to circumferential systems.³

Basically, the Garrison Composi-Tight® 3D XR is a one-stop shop sectional matrix system with everything necessary to give you a predictable restorative result from both an anatomical standpoint as well as its powerful contact-closing ability. The product is very hardy, outperforming other tension rings in both cyclical fatigue to failure (~300 cycles vs. 100 cycles for nickel titanium tension rings) as well as resistance to deformation.
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Demonstration case

This tooth 14 exhibited a mesial marginal ridge crack extending partially across the pulpal floor. The super-contact-producing Garrison Composi-Tight® 3D XR sectional matrix system was used here to successfully and predictably recreate the interproximal contours, as evidenced radiographically. With sectional matrix systems, despite the strong contact point, there may be small overhangs interproximally (as evidenced on the distal), which need to be removed with a blade or finishing bur. A single shade of Voco Grandio SO A3.25 (a unique shade to Voco between A3 and A3.5 and a packable composite) was used incrementally in this case with an outstanding chameleon effect.

01 Initial situation featuring a failing amalgam DO restoration on tooth 14 with a mesial marginal ridge hairline fracture.

02 Garrison bicuspid-sized grey Slick Bands™ featuring both the blue Composi-Tight® 3D XR ring and the orange Composi-Tight® 3D ring, both with Soft-Face™ technology for unsurpassed grip. Final position for MOD restoration.

03 Marginal ridge reconstruction completed incrementally using a single shade of A3.25 Grandio SO (Voco, Cuxhaven). Note the minimal line angle flash and need for finishing.

04 Completed restoration using a single shade of A3.25 Grandio SO (Voco, Cuxhaven).